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made of unit cubes' and thousands of other practice lessons.
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Math and Brain Games. Mathematics Question Database. For K-12 TEENs, teachers and
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examples and step by step solutions, how to solve word problems about rectangular.
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Shape Shoot Geometry Math Game.
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5.MD.4 Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic in, cubic ft, and
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An interactive math lesson to teach how to calculate the volume of a rectangular prism. Learn
how to find the volume of a rectangular prism that has fractional side lengths. The prism in this
video has dimensions 3/5 by 1 1/6 by 3/7. Volume of a Rectangular prism explained with
pictures, examples and practice problems | Math Warehouse.
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Fun math practice! Improve your skills with free problems in 'Volume of cubes and rectangular
prisms' and thousands of other practice lessons.
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Interactives -- 3D Shapes, Pick another Interactive:. Find the Volume of a Rectangular Prism.
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